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Re: Need to improve the "users module" to make it more actual
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Posted on: : 1163889856
URL:
Quote:
ozp11 wrote:
Quote:
There is a hack/module that make XOOPS URL friendly.
So.... why that´s not on the core??
everyone needs thisOk, this is a good option, but is not a NEED, i can live with normal urls. Like
m0nty said, today search engines can read the url's as they are, so you can wait the implementation
of simplified url in 2.3.
And url simplification isn't for everyone, because this feature dont work in every host server...
Quote:
Too many customization leads to fragmentation, spread in the community, forks, and in the bottom
line will be better to develop your own system.I dont need to hack or make a customization. As you
can see, your problems are not general problems. Think about: some of solutions for you can be new
problems for other webmasters... Now, if what you want can be made in modules, you can use the
features you need with module, and the others can still use the default features.
Quote:
fbs777
Everyone knows that linux is just a kernel in technical terms. Who cares about that?
Only the techincal people. The linux developers and so on
Linux users and computer users does not care about this
They want a linux that works and its easy to operate
I know that ubuntu has a good kernel, and I want to know nothing more.
You still dont understand? I told this because you want to include a lot of things in core (kernel).
I told this for you understand: All visible things must be in module/theme. The core must work only
like a bridge between php/mysql/apache and the visible area (module/theme/template). Just this.
The difference of Ubuntu (very easy to use) from Gentoo (very hard to use) is the packages
(programs, modules, libs, etc). The kernel is basically the same.
I see the XOOPS in the same way: the kernel must be as clean as possible. What must diff a
XOOPS website from another is the modules/themes
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Thats why you can see this page This is a page with various types of xoops, each one for each type
of site. All these use the same kernel (core) of XOOPS 2.2, what make difference is the modules
included.
Thats the better thing to do for beginners: release different packs for different proposes. And of
course, release the core alone too, like today.
So i think you are wrong to ask to include many things in core, when almost them can be include in
modules or blocks...
Quote:
Im talking about social network features, not a copy of a social network system
I agree, XOOPS must have more things related to involve the community and keep them visiting the
site. But why you dont ask the features for module developers? Ask to phppp (who made the CBB) to
include some functions in the forum.
Ask for someone to create new modules with new features.
Phpp already say about to use the future CBB 4 in XOOPS 2.3 to work like comments too, so every
comments in news, downloads etc. will go to topics in forum. So, XOOPS will be able to see
comments and topics of forum in the same place.
This will use new functions of XOOPS 2.3, but still are third party module working.
In this case, XOOPS 2.3 will include some functions in core, and modules like CBB will make use of
them.
Again comparing with linux: New versions of kernel have a priority: security/bug fix and make the
kernel compatible with new types of hardware.
I think the XOOPS core is basically the same: security/bug fix and make compatible with new
versions and features of apache/php/mysql/smarty/xoops smarty...
Quote:
Why drupal is 2.0 and XOOPS is 1.0?
See, this is not black and white.
Go to drupal site take a look at it and how its organized and how can you interact with it
Im testing he in localhost. But i dont like his organization, with modules integrated in core...
About interact, just one good point: option to anyone (based on permissions) create pages. But this is
a module problem. There is no XOOPS module for this... So, we need someone to create a good
module for this.
Something like the XT_conteudo but for all users, not just for admin, based on permissions
So, i make a topic in XT to ask for a new version of xt_conteudo with new features to solve this
problem.
Quote:
Drupal is just an example that is closer to web 2.0 than Xoops
Ok, now i tested this drupal. my conclusion: Is more like a "all-in-one", with modules integrated with
administration.
I think its wrong. Each update in some modules must update the own drupal version, and dev team
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core must wast time with modules integrated...
Now take a look in changelog of drupal: a lot of security fixes, so isnt very security...
Xoops is one of the most security CMS, and problaly because dont have many modules with core,
just banner, pm, comments, system (and i think in future none these will be integrated in core).
Thats why XOOPS takes a lot of time to have new versions, exactly like the kernel linux...
Quote:
There is nothing really new on web 2.0
The new stuff is more about BEHAVIOR and FILOSOFY than NEW TECHNOLOGY
Again, the filosofy of drupal is to make an integration of core-modules, but i think this dificult the
release of new modules and themes.
And about themes, i see the theme files from one theme of drupal and i cant see how to make a
great theme for drupal. Comparing with xoops, in drupal i think is very hard to make great themes...
Quote:
blogging
RSS
tagging
group participation on making contend
you control your own data
social networking
Its all about modules... For rss, there is a lot of modules. For blog, there is wordpress and
wordpress_mu, for tag, phppp release the XOOPS tag module for integrate tags between modules
who suport this tag module.
Quote:
Can you make a web 2.0 site with XOOPS default?
No
If you know a litlle of webdesing and copy and paste javascripts in theme or in file of js from xoops,
you can make great sites, like you can see in that site with best sits of month.
Quote:
Can you make with XOOPS hacked and customized?
Yes
Including hacks you can make sites even more greats

Quote:
Its worth the job?
I dont know, because other systems have web 2.0 features integrated in their core
How many sites made with CMS are like you telling about and not like the "old"
xoops/phpnuke/newBB/IPB style?
And their are security and easy to made great sites, or is very hard to creat different themes with
them?
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